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ABSTRACT:
Wireless mobile ad hoc networks consist of mobile nodes interconnected by wireless multi-hop communication paths. Unlike conventional wireless networks, ad hoc networks have no fixed network infrastructure or administrative support. The topology of such networks changes dynamically as mobile nodes join or depart the network or radio links between nodes become unusable. Supporting appropriate quality of service for mobile ad hoc networks is a complex and difficult issue because of the dynamic nature of the network topology and generally imprecise network state information, and has become an intensely active area of research in the last few years. The current ad hoc networks (MANETs), in their original state, are not able to satisfy the requirements of quality of service (QoS).

Researches for improving QoS in these networks are main topics and a subject of intensive researches. In Adhoc networks, the routing phase plays an important role for improving QoS. Numerous routing protocols (proactive, reactive and hybrid) were proposed. AODV (Adhoc On demand Distance Vector) is probably the more treated in literature In this article, we propose a new technique based on the AODV which gives better results than the original AODV protocol with respect of a set of QoS parameters and under different constraints, taking into account the limited resources of mobile environments (bandwidth, energy, etc…). The proposed technique suggests that the discovering operation for paths reconstruction should be done from the source. It also defines a new mechanism for determining multiple disjoint (separated) routes. We measure traffic control and packet loss rate under diverse constraints (mobility, energy and scale).
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1. INTRODUCTION
The new multimedia applications (videoconferencing, video telephony, web games, etc.) and real-time require respectively high throughput and reduced delays that are among fundamental quality of service (QoS) parameters. The routing function represents a main function for a network in general and for Adhoc networks (i.e. wireless networks without infrastructure) more particularly. Routing protocols in these networks have been a subject of numerous researches; several approaches have been discussed, and many protocols [2] [3] have been proposed. [1] Gives an efficient algorithm for route discovery and management, and mobility handling for on demand cache routing on wireless mobile ad hoc networks (MANET).

Ensuring routing QoS consists in determining one or several (paths) that satisfy best QoS constraints such as packet loss, throughput, jitter, etc. In this paper a new technique is suggested that discovers in a first step, all possible paths between sources and destinations and maintain them during all data transfer phase. In case of a failure of the actual route, the data transfer will use one of the previously established routes (secondary routes). The failure state is declared only if all paths, found in discovery phase, cannot be used. In this study, we focus on QoS metrics such as load control (overhead), reliability (packet loss), the packets
delay transit etc... Under various constraints like mobility, energy and scaling from witch suffers the majority of routing algorithms in MANETs. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we give a brief review of QoS. In section 3, we discuss the most important characteristics of the AODV protocol, in section 4; we present our new protocol variant and the proposed changes. We finish with conclusion and future recommendations of our researches.

2. QUALITY OF SERVICE (QOS) IN THE MANET

2.1. QOS Model

Quality of Service (QoS) refers to a set of mechanisms able to share fairly various resources offered by the network to each application as needed, to provide, if possible, to every application the desired quality (the network's ability to provide a service) [4]. The QoS is characterized by a certain number of parameters (throughput, latency, jitter and loss, etc.) and it can be defined as the degree of user satisfaction. QoS model defines architecture that will provide the possible best service. This model must take into consideration all challenges imposed by Ad-hoc networks, like network topology change due to the mobility of its nodes, constraints of reliability and energy consumption, so it describes a set of services that allow users to select a number of safeguards (guarantees) that govern such properties as time, reliability, etc. [5][6].

Classical models like Intserv / RSVP and DiffServ proposed in first wired network types are not suitable (adapted) for MANETs. Various solutions or models [7][8] namely: 2Lqos (Two-Layered Quality), CEDAR, noise, FQMM (Flexible QoS Model for MANET), SWAN (Service Differentiation in Wireless Ad-hoc Networks) and INSIGNIA have been proposed for the Ad-hoc networks. Each of these models attempts (tries) to improve one or several QoS parameters, as they may be part of one or more network layers architecture.

2.2. QOS ROUTING

New requirements (needs) for multimedia and real-time applications require few delay and very high data rates which require (oblige) the use of new routing protocols supporting QoS. The QoS support must take in consideration a number of Ad-hoc networks constraints (mobility, energy, scale, etc.). QoS can be introduced into different layers network if there is need (channel access functions at MAC layer, routing protocols at network layer, etc. Routing operation consists to find routes between communicating entities (transmitter / receiver) able to convey data packets continuously using less bandwidth and fewer packets control. Routing in MANETs must also manage constraints of nodes energy problems, topology frequent changes due to nodes mobility and communication channel nature (air). QoS routing can be defined as the research for routes satisfying the wanted (desired) QoS. To be as eligible routes, they must satisfy a number of constraints (such that delay, bandwidth, reliability, etc.) . Indeed, any path that satisfies a number of quantitative or qualitative criteria can be described as path providing (ensuring) certain QoS.

3. ORIGINAL AODV

3.1 Introduction

The AODV protocol (Ad-hoc on demand Distance Vector) is a reactive routing protocol based on the distance vector Principle, combining unicast and multicast routing. In AODV, the path between two nodes is calculated when needed (if necessary), i.e. when a source node wants to send data packets to a destination, it finds a path (Discovery Phase), uses it during the transfer phase, and it must maintain this path during its utilization (Maintenance Phase).
The finding and maintaining process of a path is based on the exchange of a set of control packets: RREQ (Route REQUEST), RREP (Route Reply), RERR (Route Error), RRRepAck (Route Reply Acknowledgment) and Hello messages (Hello). RREQ is initiated by the source node to find a path in multicast mode. RREP is used by an intermediate or destination node to respond to a request of path finding in unicast mode. Hello messages are used to maintain the consistency of a previously established path. Routing table is associated for each node in AODV protocol with containing: the destination address, the list of active neighbors, the number of hops (hop) to reach the destination, time of expiration after which the entry is invalidated, and so on.

To avoid the formation of infinite loop, AODV uses the principle of sequence numbers, limiting the unnecessary transmission of control packets (problem of the overhead); these numbers allow the use of fresh routes following the mobility of nodes, as they ensure the coherence and consistency of routing information. It should be noted when the path breaks due to the absence of one node either by removal or a problem of energy, a local repair procedure (local repair) is called, it takes over the reconstruction of the path from this point. If this procedure cannot solve the problem, the source node try to find a new path and the number of attempts (RREQ_RETRIES) is decremented by 1, until the success or failure of the communication link. This procedure generates a considerable amount of control packets. It should be noted that the original AODV maintains only one path to destination. To address this problem, it is preferable to have an alternative path already prepared. Two solutions are possible: AODV with relief paths or multi-paths and there are two variants: Several paths from source noted (M-AODV) several paths by intermediate node noted (M-AODV-I) Paths from source or intermediate node are either completely disjoint (totally separated) or with common links.

**Completely disjoined paths**: a break at a route does not affect the rest of routes and therefore the use of another route is always possible to transmit data.

**Paths with common links**: sometimes, connection between two unspecified nodes belongs to several routes and when it break, all routes passing through this section of routes available adding to this we are obliged to generate very important additional traffic to notify source of this disconnection.

### 4. NEW TECHNIQUE

#### 4.1. Motivations

Among the key points having motivated our proposition (Modification of AODV protocol) we can cite: improving mechanisms that generate data packets loss (broken link or queues overflow associated at each nodes), the rational use of bandwidth (flow) and reducing packets latency. Two cases are causing packet loss. The first one is due to frequent topology change by migration or remoteness (mobility) node formerly is part of link and its downstream and upstream neighbors respectively continues to send acknowledgments and data packets for a certain period before realize that link is failing (broken). The second is when a node starts the local repair procedure after detecting a broken link, the source was not aware of this situation, therefore continues to send its data packets normally, causing an overflow queue associated with the node without these data will be transmitted to their destination.

Loss can therefore be improved by changing the discovery and maintenance mechanisms of routes providing an almost continuous availability of links between communicating pairs (multi paths). Rationalize the bandwidth use back to allow more useful data transfer and less control packets such as path discover (RREQ, RREP, etc.) path maintenance (Hello) which significantly reduces overload problem afflicting almost all wireless networks.
4.2. PROPOSED PROTOCOL

In this solution, we add information to control packets for all routes and after exploring all possible paths, one with the shortest path hop count is first selected that respect QoS criterion required by user. In this solution control packet RREQ and RREP are routed in broadcast way. When the source wishes to transmit, it checks its routing table for any valid route to desired destination. If this is not the case, it starts Discovery Phase (discovery route process) by broadcasting control packet RREQ (Fig. 1).

Different possible paths are: (S, N1, N3, N6, D) (S, N1, N4, N6, D) (S, N1, N4, N5, N7, D) (S, N1, N4, N7, D) (S, N2, N5, N7, D) (S, N2, N4, N6, D) (S, N2, N5, N4, N6, D) and (S, N2, N5, N4, N7, D). Once the node N4 is carried out, the different routes which pass (there) will not be valid. Different Completely disjoined routes are selected from paths passed by low degree nodes: (S, N1, N3, and N6, D) and (S, N2, N5, N4, N7, D), one will be taken as Primary path and other as secondary (minor) routes (Fig. 3).

Management process of routes is source responsibility but intermediate nodes are responsible only on their routing tables. In link failure case, source stops transmission and repeats (reiterates) operation after selecting a new route from the spare paths available to it (minor routes). In adopted (restraint) solution, the number of completely disjoined paths is
fixed first to a number less than or equal to "n0" with a threshold of "s0". Once the threshold is reached in parallel with current data transfer, discovery phase for new route is initiated to determine other routes until reaching (to achieve) "n0". Although theoretically this solution generates a sizeable overhead but has the advantage of route availability at any time. In original AODV when path is broken, local repair phase is initiated and if failure is declared a new discovery phase is initiated by source node. In this modification, we propose to eliminate local repair phase to minimize modified protocol task and the discovery phase is delegated in all scenarios to source node for a number of attempts RREQ_RETRIES .Maintenance of all routes follows the same principle as original AODV by using "Hellos" packets (see Fig. 4).

The path (S, N2, N5, N7, and D) is considered as main street and (S, N1, N3, N6) as minor route or rescue.

5. CONCLUSION & PERSPECTIVES

The proposed AODV generates in a first time, a number of possible paths (multiple paths) between sources and destinations with the aim to use them if needed (to minimize the repair phase overhead) i.e. when the link in use is broken; by running discovery phase in parallel with data packets transfer phase ensure to have a number of adjacent paths in advance. The performed simulation and comparison between the original AODV protocol and new AODV show that this last can improve the QoS in Mobile ad hoc networks under different conditions.

Future extensions of AODV protocol should be based on the prediction of a future link disconnection considering the signal quality and mobile node speed. We project also to extend the functionality of the protocol with the aim of adapting it to large scale networks.
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